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Colour Chart 

The colours combinations of the following pages just
represent one proposal among the endless possibilities

offered by Rio Verde coatings range.
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Floor Prestige is the coating range to be used to renovate 
floorings. Five neutral shades to renovate independently 
the look of your house, according to the contemporary 
mood. Floor Prestige is the hi-tech coatings range for 
ceramic, stoneware, stone, concrete, cotto tiles and wood 
floorings. Extremely resistant to foot traffic and abrasion,  
it is also suitable for surfaces with high traffic.  
The proposed shades fit every colour already existing in 
neutral warm and cold rooms. The colours can be perfectly 
matched with delicate nuances of neutral matters, as well 
as with the more intense tones of furniture.
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The refined Dove Grey is a fixed element in furniture  
and fashion fields. It’s easy to match and never ordinary.  
Dove Grey total look recalls the wooden structure, the raw 
linens and the natural matters. It’s the shade for those who 
dare dress their home with a no-time trend and surround 
themselves with a warm atmosphere.

DOVE GREY
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Renovate
the living area
Floor Prestige over a ceramic floor
but also over wooden furniture
and wallpaper walls
The high covering power and the refined aesthetic effect 
of Floor Prestige range enhance every support, such  
as this living room, hyper-coordinated according to  
Dove Grey mood.

before after
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Plunging into the warm white of Papyrus shade, the room 
becomes hyper-sophisticated. Timeless angelic whiteness, 
perfect to renovate modern and classic interiors: Papyrus 
is an enlighting message for those who are searching for 
a reconciling balance. 

PAPYRUS
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Renovate
the children bedroom
Floor Prestige over a wood flooring
but also over stoneware, ceramic
and concrete
Floor Prestige mat effect gives smoothness and comfort 
even to the rooms for the youngest, such as to this room, 
coloured according Papyrus mood. 

afterbefore
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Floor Prestige Concrete shade interprets industrial style 
in a new delicate and embracing way. It is a trendy 
alternative to the world of whites. The homogeneity 
of light warm grey transforms concrete into an elegant 
and smooth surface.

CONCRETE
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Renovate
the bedroom
Floor Prestige over a wood flooring
but also over stoneware  
and metal accessories
Floor Prestige is a silky and solid topcoat for a long-lasting 
treatment, such as in the case of this bedroom, composed 
according to Concrete mood.

afterbefore
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Floor Prestige Lead colour is a decisive choice, flanking 
pastel colours with personality. Middle grey shade is 
suitable for both urban and natural backgrounds.  
This colour adorns with modernity traditional matters, 
such as wood, stoneware and stone. 

LEAD
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Renovate
the kitchen
Floor Prestige over tiles
but also over stoneware 
and lacquered wood
Floor Prestige fits perfectly with kitchen tiles, because 
it creates a water-repellent barrier. It’s also resistant to 
chemical agents, stains and scratches. With the tones  
of middle grey it is possible to realize decorations on top.

afterbefore
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This shade mixes minimal applications with pure white, 
black and ecru tones. Charcoal Grey is a precious 
alternative to black. It recalls natural stones, slate, smoky 
grey glasses, dark titanium effect metals. 

CHARCOAL GREY
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Renovate 
the bathroom
Floor Prestige over ceramic 
but also over concrete
and porcelain
Floor Prestige Charcoal Grey updates the creative language 
and allows to have the widest freedom in interpreting  
the bathroom in a new way.  

afterbefore
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COLOURS

RB 2270 
concrete

RB 2070
dove grey

RB 2370 
lead

RB 2470
charcoal grey

RB 2170
papyrus

Five neutral shades, studied to 
renovate the founding element of 
interior desing: fl oor. Floor Prestige 
gives a timeless atmosphere to rooms. 
With Floor Prestige colours, all surfaces 
come to live again and get dressed 
with modernity. 
Floor Prestige is suitable 
for spaces, subject to HACCP 
standard and complies with 
UNI 11021:2002 standard.

Floor Prestige, 
neutral trendy
colour chart 
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With Floor Prestige 
coatings you  
can experiment  
new techniques
After a first coat, spread a contrasting 
colour of Floor Prestige by roller or 
stencil to obtain veins with strong effect.
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Renovating floors 
is now easy
and immediate
Floor Prestige can be applied by roller over clean 
and dry surface. The application of two coats is 
recommended. Check the complete drying before 
the application of the second coat.  
 
Floor Prestige can be applied over surfaces, such as 
ceramic, stoneware, stone, concrete, cotto tiles and 
wood floorings. 
 
Endless combinations with Vintage  
and Golden Prestige.
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COLOURS

The tones of the past talking 
to the modernity.
The timeless pastel colours travel 
next to the contemporary colours.
The possible traceries are endless, 
in a creative game of extreme furniture 
customization.

Vintage Prestige 
coatings
propose
trendy shades

RB 1390 
vanilla

RB 1490 
coconut

RB 1990
marzipan

RB 1890 
truffl e

RB 1790
juniper

RB 1690 
aniseed

RB 1590
mintgreen

RB 1090
dark cherry

RB 1190
milkshake

RB 1290 
hazel
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COLOURS

The shades of precious metals turn 
every piece of furniture into a unique 
piece. The exotic style switches 
from the industrial style to endless 
combinations. We offer precious 
shades for every material.

Golden Prestige 
coatings enhance 
the interior design

RB 5290 
pink gold

RB 5090
brown gold

RB 5390 
white gold

RB 5490
black gold

RB 5190
yellow gold
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Rio Verde is a trademark of Renner Italia
Via Ronchi Inferiore, 34 - 40061 Minerbio (BO) Italia
T. +39 051 6618 211 F. +39 051 6606 312
www.renneritalia.com - www.rioverdecoatings.com


